
Make Your Own Solar Panels and Save $$$

Answer this question - Do you want to save thousands off the cost of solar panels? 

Of course you do!

You can now make solar panels at home! You have probably read about it or seen it on TV, but have 
you tried it yourself? "I just made my own solar panel. It was so simple and looks just like a bought 
panel"
If you are interested in learning exactly how to generate power and reduce your bill then this is the 
perfect resource for you! With the ever increasing costs of living, there is no better time than right 
now to stop throwing money out the window and start generating our own electricity.
Now you can build a single panel or a complete array of panels to power your home for a 
fraction of retail cost.

I'm going to be your "solar mentor" and show you step-by-step how to make a solar panel. I'll also 
teach you my other secrets to renewable energy in an easy to follow format. 

Did you know? A basic solar installation from a retailer can take 30 years to pay back and cost you 
well over $20,000?

This is simply too much for many to afford and the pay back time is far too long. This prompted me to 
do some research into how the solar panels are created and how I could make them myself.

I soon realized it was possible to make solar panels for MUCH cheaper than retail price, saving me 
thousands. Moreover, it was actually easier than I thought!

That's when I decided to develop this guide with my close friend Mark (A solar nut!). 

Keep reading to see what Mark and I have put together for you. 

http://bit.ly/energy_earth
http://bit.ly/energy_earth


If you have already contacted your local solar supplier then I'm sure you already know how expensive 
installation can be. You probably thought - "That's far too much for me to afford".

But now there is an easy to follow guide that will show you exactly how to make solar panels for 
much cheaper than retail cost. Mark and I developed this guide and video series so people just like 
you can save thousands on your solar panel system. 
This will help you build your own solar panel. You will learn how to make a solar panel that produces 
up to 120 watts. Moreover, you can then join these panels together to produce over 1KW of power.

Another thing to think about: After you install the solar panels on your home the value of your 
home will increase by thousands.

You don't need to be a builder, anybody can make solar panels. It's really quite easy to make solar 
panels once you know a few industry secrets. Plus, our guide is broken down into an easy to follow 
format that will walk you through step-by-step. 

We will provide you with plenty of pictures and diagrams for you to look at but if you still need help, 
just email us! We are more than happy to answer any questions you have.

After we created our solar panel guide we wanted to know if it was easy enough for the "Average joe" 
to follow. 
We found 43 people (male and female) who were interested in solar but knew nothing about making 
panels, we gave them our guide and came back in a month to see what they have built.

All 43 of the "solar newbies" were able to create a well polished solar panel that generated 
enough electricity to run some household appliances!

Anybody can do this. Male, female and from any age group. This is a great opportunity to save 
money and go green at the same time.

Before you get started on your solar energy project you need to make sure you have the right tools. 
More importantly, you need to make sure you have the correct step-by-step instructions.

I say this because when I first started searching online for a detailed guide I found out that many of 
them were incomplete and some of the diagrams were actually wrong! 

It's very important that you follow clear, correct instructions and that's exactly what this guide has. 
Some people find it hard to believe you can make quality solar panels for less than $200. Well, we 
have proven it's definitely possible. There are now people from all parts of the world making their own 
solar panels and saving thousands off retail cost! It really does make sense to build your own solar 
panels, especially when it's this affordable and easy.

http://bit.ly/energy_earth


The Earth4Energy product comes in 6 separate parts.

Part 1

Introduction To Solar Energy
In this section you are going to learn the basics of solar energy which includes how solar 
energy is generated. You are also going to learn about every component needed in a 
complete solar energy installation. 
This information is very important and you will need to know this when you build your 
own solar panel.

Part 2

Building Your Solar Panel
By now you will have a great understanding of solar energy so it's time to start building 
your own solar panel.Follow these step-by-step instructions to building a solar panel and 
you can be sure to produce a fully functioning solar panel.

In this section you will learn how to build the panel casing and wire all of the cells 
together. You will get:
• Detailed plans complete with color diagrams and pictures.
• Easy to follow instructions that will answer all your questions.
• Build your solar panel for less than $100

Part 3Solar Help Package
This package consists of 4 extra resources that will help you along the way.

• The Solar Calculator
We have even developed a solar calculator for you to use. This will show you how many 
panels you will need to power your home and what size battery bank you will need if you 
want to go completely off-grid. Just key in some details and press calculate!
• How To Install And Mount Solar Panels
This guide will show you how to fix the solar panels to your roof just like the professionals 
do. This fully illustrated guide is a must have for a complete and secure install.
• Solar Tax Credits And Rebates
Don't spend hours searching government web sites, we have all the forms ready for you 
to fill out!
• Electrical Wiring Plans
To safely wire up your solar panels you are going to need to know a few things first, that's 
why this guide is so important.

Part 4

Earth4Energy Video Series

This is a $49 value but today it's included in the Earth4Energy e-kit for free!
We understand that pictures and text sometimes are not enough to fully understand 
how some things work. 
That's why we have recorded a clear video of some of the most important parts of 
creating a solar panel. These videos are in step-by-step format and even include 
captions to help you along the way.

This is a must have for your solar education



Part 5

Make A Wind Turbine!
This is a $49 value but today it's included in the Earth4Energy e-kit for free!
Wind power is a great backup for when you have long periods of cloudy days. So it 
makes sense to build a wind turbine too!

A few cheap items from your hardware store and a couple of hours can give you free 
green energy from your very own windmill.
• Learn how wind energy is produced.
• Find out what you need to build your own professional wind turbine.
• Get wind maps for your area! This will help you figure out how much power you can 
expect from your wind turbine in your area.

Build A Wind Turbine

Want to know exactly how to build your own wind turbine from scratch? 
Then you need this guide!
• Step-by-step plans
• Plenty of pictures and diagrams
• Build your windmill for under $150 
This professional guide is included in the Earth4Energy kit as a free bonus for today!

Part 6 - Bonus
Info Video Series

This is a $99 value but today it's included in the Earth4Energy e-kit for free!
When you order today you will receive for free our freshly released video series.
These super high quality videos use screen captures and animations to explain everything you need to know about solar 
power. You won't find anything like this anywhere else.
This is a must have for your solar education.
Approx. runtime: 2 hours +Videos included: 7

http://bit.ly/energy_earth


1 IT WORKS! Our product has been put to the test by thousands of people worldwide. We are 
the most popular product in this market because our guides are the best available.

2 You can reduce your power bill. By making your own solar panels and/or wind turbines you 
can combine them and significantly reduce your power bill, you can even eliminate it 
completely!

3 Save money by making your own solar panels rather than purchasing retail panels. This 
alone can save you thousands!

4 Do your part for the environment! If you are looking for a way to go green then this is the 
perfect resource for you.

5 This is a fun DIY project that you are really going to enjoy. You can then show your friends 
and family what you have built. I'm sure they will be impressed!

6 Get our video series for free! If you invest in Earth4Energy now you will also get our 
"Hollywood quality" videos for free. These videos will soon be sold separately for $99 howeve

7 "Love it or it's free". Our guarantee is simple - If you're not happy with the product simply 
email us and we will kindly refund every cent back to you. No questions, no hassles and no 
problems.

http://bit.ly/energy_earth
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Please order now if you want our 2 hour + info video series included for free. These videos will soon 
be sold as a seperate product for $99 however for a limited time they are included for free.

Consider this: If you simply sit back and do nothing you are destined to pay more than you should 
for electricity. You can save thousands by making your own solar panels and save even more off your 
power bills.

We also offer a full money back guarantee. Our guarantee is "Love it or it's free!".

Thank you for reading and I hope you decide to get involved in the green energy movement. 
It's exciting, rewarding and can save you a lot of money.

To our green future,

Renewable energy enthusiasts
and co-founder of Earth4Energy.com

http://bit.ly/energy_earth




Game Copy Wizard™ V2.3 


Game Copy Wizard is a better and easier 
way for you to completely backup any Video 
Games. Completely unlike anything our 
competitors are offering, it allows you to 
make quality backups of your games using 
a CD or DVD burner.


Have you ever been bothered that you 
cannot copy or backup video games ? You 
are in the right place! From now on you can 
copy your original discs and play the 
backups you have made with Game Copy 
wizard. 


What Game Copy Wizard™ can do for you ?


• Backup games from the consoles like Xbox 360, Xbox, PS3, PS2, Nintendo Wii, Gamecube, 
PC, Dreamcast.Works  for ALL PC games 


• Also you will be able to backup your Video or Music DVDs, containing your favourite 
Movie,Music or Series. 


• Finally you will also be able to create Video DVDs, from the media files you have. All popular 
video files are supported from Divx, xvid to mp4. 


• The GameCopyWizard is so advanced that it gets through the latest unbreakable protection 
easily and lets you Burn these games to any regular blank CD or DVD. 


With GameCopyWizard™, you can copy any Favourite Video Game in your system easier and faster. 
Usually Video Games can not often completely can be completely copied because of the in built 
protection. Unlike our competitors backup system, GameCopyWizard™ can not only get through the 
latest so called unbreakable protection applications , but also burns them to a Writeable media. This 
helps you play your favourite games years after your original DVD is lost,scratched or missed, giving 
you complete control.



http://bit.ly/bK3D0G

http://bit.ly/bK3D0G

http://bit.ly/bK3D0G





About GameCopyWizard™


Current Version: V2.3
File Size: 1.88 MB 


Operating System: Windows 
95/98/ME/NT/2000/2003/XP/Vista32/ Vista64 


Release Date: April 25, 2009 


Testimonials : 


Yes, it is so cool and completely copies my 
favourite games in my computer. In a word, GCW 
is a Powerful Game Backup Tool.
Mark ----- DC, US. 


I really wanna say "Thank you", coz GameCopy 
Wizard copied all my favourite DVD's in my 
computer, and now it runs so smoothly. Don't 
worry about the DVD scratches anymore!
Smith ----L.D, UK.


I have many DVD's from a long time and I try to 
burn them with regular Program, however it 
doesn't work for me until I tried GameCopy 
Wizard.Now I have like 23 of them done.
David ----NY, US. 


Extremely easy, all detailed information is listed on 
the user interface, just one mouse click on the 
"Create Copy" button. Thanks for putting together 
this piece of information.
Louis ----GE. 


I won't worry about "Wierd Disc Errors" anymore. I 
have copied all my Old CD's into new ones using 
GameCopyWizard. Good job!
Kate ----CA, US. 


I had these old game CD's. With 
GameCopyWizard I had put games from 13 cds 
into 1 DVD. Awesome this is...
Harris ----AU. 



http://bit.ly/bK3D0G
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Podnutz - The Laptop Repair Video Series review
Introduction.



If you have found this review than I'm assuming you already have some sort of idea as to the 
value of being able to fix a laptop and understand the components of one. As more things in 
our daily lives transition over to the digital world and the demand for computers continues to 
rise, there will be a continuing need for laptops.



With this massive demand for laptops comes the need for laptop repair and refurbishing. With 
even  the  most  basic  knowledge  someone can  start  a  very  lucrative  business  either  fixing 
laptops or buying old ones to refurbish and selling them.



Laptop Repair Videos - Is it really worth it?



I'm sure the first thing you are wondering is how in depth does the Podnutz series really take 
you into laptop repair. Well the great thing about Podnutz is they really did a good job of 
organizing the information in the video series to utilize the video time as much as possible. The 
series is about 10 hours long so you can imagine how it could go both ways. When I watch the 
videos I really feel like the creators put a lot of time into the outline of the course making it 
very effective as opposed to just throwing something together.



The sound quality is very good and the narrator has a very soothing voice. If you are going to 
listen to someone for 10 hours than he is definitely not the worst man for the job. The narrator 
speaks clearly and distinct with little confusion. As you watch the videos they will walk you 
through tons of common laptop issues helping you get a better understanding of the inner 
works of a laptop computer. The videos move along at the perfect pace and the audio speaks 
to the video perfectly.



For  the  most  part  you  won't  feel  like  you  need  to  rewind  parts  over  and  over  again  to 
understand a concept or technique, most things will be straight forward and explained in a 
way very easy to understand. I really liked how quickly I was able to get through the videos 
without having to deal with too much confusion and it also makes the course a more useful  
resource for you to use when needed.



>>>   Download Your Laptop Repair Video NOW !!!   <<<





http://bit.ly/LaptopVideo
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What do you get in this package? 
You'll see in full 960x540 HD video:



• How to replace a motherboard 
• How to replace an LCD Screen 
• What to do when the laptop keeps shutting down 
• How to fix DC power jacks 
• The crucial difference between a bad screen and a bad inverter board 
• How to replace hinges 
• Where I buy all my parts 
• The best way to go about taking a laptop apart 
• How to solder 
• The art of fixing AC adapters 
• How to handle a laptop that has had liquid spilled in it 
• what to do when a laptop overheats 
• how to replace CD/DVD drives, RAM, processors, hard Drives and wireless cards 
• and much, much more!! 



Watch this picture. This is just a sample of what you'll be getting in this collection! 





http://bit.ly/LaptopVideo








• Introduction
• Tools
• Batteries
• CD/DVD Drives
• Motherboards
• How to Take a Laptop Apart
• Power Problems - Gateway Laptop
• Toshiba Laptop Power Jack Fix
• Motherboard Replacement - HP DV6000
• Key Not Working- Sony Vaio
• Replace Keyboard - Gateway Laptop
• Vaio Ribbon Repair
• Power Jack - Dell B130
• Power Jack Repair - Gateway Laptop
• Testing a Hard Drive With KNOPPIX
• Replace Cracked Screen - Aspire 3680
• Won't Boot Up - HP DV6000
• Replace LCD Cover - Acer Aspire 3610
• Replacing a Keyboard - Dell Inspiron 1521
• Screen Back Cover - Dell Inspiron 1521
• Screen Replacement - Toughbook CF-W5
• Power Jack Fix - Acer Aspire 3680
• Touchpad Buttons Not Working
• Vaio Laptop Power Jack Repair
• Water Damaged Laptop - Toshiba
• HP DV8000 - Spilled Iced Tea - Keys Not Working
• Spilled Beer on a Dell Inspiron 1525
• Checking a DC Jack on an HP DV5



...And That's Not Even Nearly All Of Them!



Testimonials:



"Your videos are great, very detailed and easy to understand...Laptop repair has never been my 
strength, but these videos will definitely help me gain a bit more confidence and I'm sure they will 
pay for themselves in no time.



Keep up the great work!   Thanks,



Phillip Lee
Owner, Click IT Guy"



"Steve,
I wanted to reply to the videos. I just repaired a Toshiba m35x power adapter. I then sold the system 
to friend of my wife's at work for a good profit. Thanks, I already got the price of the purchase of the 
videos back. The videos are great, and I love it when you put bonus ones out!"
-Ed



>>>   Download Your Laptop Repair Video NOW !!!   <<<





http://bit.ly/LaptopVideo
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Still Thinking About It? These Videos Pay For Themselves!



Conclusion
 
The Podnutz laptop repair videos are definitely worth the modest investment of $54.95. And I  
say investment because when you order the Podnutz official  laptop repair  videos you are 
doing just that, making an investment. Whether you plan on starting your own laptop repair 
business  or  you just  want  to  save the cash and headache when your  own laptop breaks, 
Podnutz is the perfect tool to take your knowledge of laptop repair to a high level.



The only downside of Podnutz is it requires a good portion of your time, a ten  hour video 
series is quite the chunk of time. Fortunately the series is made up of 40 different videos so 
you can easily break them up to fit your schedule. Well I hope you found this Podnutz review 
to  be  useful  and  informative  and  if  you  have  an  extra  moment  maybe  you  can  leave  a 
comment in the guestbook with your experience with the training course. Also post a Podnutz 
coupon code if you happen to come across one.



>>>   Download Your Laptop Repair Video NOW !!!   <<<



Return policy
If you are not happy with this purchase for whatever reason, you may request a
refund within 60 days of purchase. I'm certain you will be satisfied, but I believe
in great customer service so I will accommodate you however I can.



>>>   Download Your Laptop Repair Video NOW !!!   <<<





http://bit.ly/LaptopVideo
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Satelite TV for Your PC -  Review
Introduction.
Turn your computer into a multi-channel TV!




If you have found this review than I'm assuming you already have some sort of idea how to 
watch TV on you PC or Laprop. As more things in our daily lives transition over to the digital 
world  and the demand for  TV on computers  continues to rise,  that  is  why we made this  
program.




With  our  service  you  can  view  more  than  2,150  TV  channels  from  all  over  the  world 
Installation is simple and easy - in just a few seconds you will be able to view thousands of 
channels. On line TV is the perfect solution, a simple and convenient alternative to cable and 
satellite. .




Is it really worth it?




Absolutely ZERO monthly costs – Live TV is free of any monthly charge or recurring monthly 
subscription. A lifetime license for free updates is included in this package. 




Select  your  favorites  out  of  2150 international  satellite  based  channels from most  of  the 
countries including USA, UK and many others.




No additional hardware required – TV NOOP is software only, one that can be installed on any 
Internet enabled PC desktop or Laptop. There is no need to add additional hardware such as a 
TV tuner or DVR card.




Easy to use – Everyone can use this.  A simple interface makes it as easy as watching your 
regular television set! Works everywhere in the world –Watch Satellite TV with your PC in any 
country with Internet access.




100% Legal – This software is not illegal in any way, as it streams all the free Satellite channels 
available on the Internet.




Runs  on  Windows  Platform  –  Works  smoothly  on  every  PC  running  any  version  of  the 
Microsoft Windows operating system including Windows 98, XP, Vista and Windows 7. 




Download Your TV NOOP NOW !!!







http://bit.ly/TV_NOOP
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What do you get in this package? 
With our service you can view more than 2,150 TV channels from all over the world 
Installation is  simple  and  easy  -  in  just  a  few  seconds  you  will  be able  to  view 
thousands of channels. On line TV is the perfect solution, a simple and convenient 
alternative to cable and satellite:




Watch channels from ower 120 different  Countries !!!      




ALBANIA




ALGERIA




ANDORRA




ARGENTINA




ARMENIA




ARUBA




AUSTRALIA




AUSTRIA




AZERBAIJAN




BAHAMAS




BAHRAIN




BANGLADESH




BARBADOS




BELARUS




BELGIUM




BOLIVIA




BOSNIA




BRAZIL




BULGARIA




CAMEROON




CANADA




CHILE




CHINA




COLOMBIA




COSTA RICA




CROATIA




CYPRUS




CZECH REPUBLIC




DENMARK




ECUADOR




EGYPT




ESTONIA




FINLAND




FRANCE




GERMANY




GUATEMALA




HONDURAS




HONG KONG




HUNGARY




ICELAND




INDIA




IRAN




IRAQ




IRELAND




ISRAEL




ITALY




JAMAICA




JAPAN




KAZAKHSTAN




KOREA




KUWAIT




LATVIA




LEBANON




LIECHTENSTEIN




LUXEMBOURG




MACAO




MALTA




MEXICO




MOLDOVA




MONACO




MONTENEGRO




MOROCCO




NETHERLANDS




NEW ZEALAND




NICARAGUA




NORWAY




OMAN




PAKISTAN




PANAMA




PARAGUAY




PERU




PHILIPPINES




POLAND




PORTUGAL




PUERTO RICO




QATAR




ROMANIA




SAUDI ARABIA




SENEGAL




SERBIA




SINGAPORE




SLOVAKIA




SLOVENIA




SPAIN




SWAZILAND




SWEDEN




SWITZERLAND




SYRIA




TAIWAN




THAILAND




TUNISIA




TURKEY




UKRAINE




UNITED ARAB EMIRATES




UNITED KINGDOM




UNITED STATES




URUGUAY




VIETNAM




YEMEN




And much more... 







http://bit.ly/TV_NOOP
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What are benefits of TV NOOP ??
Installation - Few seconds; 
Availability - Where ever you are;
Hardware - PC or Laptop;
Number of channels – 2,150;
Price - One time payment of $44.95 




Conclusion
 
TV NOOP are definitely worth the modest investment of $44.95. And I say investment because 
when you order the NOOP TV you are doing just that, making an investment.  because there 
are no extra  charges  whatsoever,  other  than the above mentioned one-time price  of  this 
software package! The cost is a one-time-only payment equal to half the cost of a single month 
of cable or satellite viewing. 




Download Your TV NOOP NOW !!!




*** Instant Download, no waiting for the mail, no shiping or handling charges.







http://bit.ly/TV_NOOP
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Discover How You Can Lose Up To 25 Pounds
In 25 Days With The Most Strategic, Fastest Fat
Loss Program EVER Developed—All While Eating





WHATEVER You Want Every Fifth Day 





Dear Friend,





Have you ever wondered what may be holding you back from the FASTEST fat loss?





Why you've only been able to lose fat at an "average" speed, if at all?





If so, then you've come to the right place.  





You see, on the very page you're reading at this very moment, I'm going to reveal to you the one reason your 
body simply will not ALLOW you lose fat at a rapid pace, and then provide you with the most advanced, 
strategic solution ever developed to move you beyond "average" fat loss to the exact place you want to be—in 
just 25 short days.





The Problem:  The Fast Fat Loss "Catch-22"
The Truth:  Your Body HATES Crash Diets
The Solution:  Strategic Synergy 
And On Top Of All THAT:  No Rebound Weight Gain.  





Click HERE To Get Results     









http://bit.ly/b8o208%20
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Component 1: The Diet Manual ($197 Value) – This is the full-on “specs” 
manual of the diet that details every single day and detail of the 25 day program, 
including what to eat, when to eat it, detailed food lists, charts, tables, FAQs, and 
more.. 
Here at my office, my dietary program design services start at $197, so when I say 
you’re getting a real $197 value here, that’s exactly what you’re getting.





And I’m not even close to being done.





Component 2: The Training Manual ($197 Value)– Contributed by John 
Romaniello, author of the revolutionary Final Phase Fat Loss system, the Xtreme 
Fat Loss Diet Training Manual contains 8 brand new, never before seen workouts 
that have been specifically designed to work in the most strategic manner to make 
each and every day of the diet even MORE effective. 
Simply put, no stone was left unturned when putting together the most synergistic 
combination of diet and exercise techniques, and the XFLD Training manual 
reflects that.





Component 3: Workout Log Sheets ($47 Value)– John and I had these 
printable log sheets professionally designed so you can easily record your 
workouts and have the workout template right there in front of you as you perform 
each session. 





Component 4: The Success Journal ($27 Value) – 
It’s a proven fact that keeping a journal and logging your experience with any diet 
and/or exercise program increases success rates and overall results exponentially.  
Literally everyone I know who has a made a dramatic change to their body has 
done this.  





This workbook makes the whole “recording” process easy with both daily and 
weekly log sheets and questionnaires—an invaluable tool when it comes to getting 
the most out of your program. 
Component 5: The Supplemenation Guide ($27 Value)– In this manual I 
outline the most effective supplemenation strategy to use in combination with the 
Xtreme Fat Loss Diet to further accelerate results and hasten progress over the 
course of the 25 day program.





Supplements are not "required" to do this program, but the right plan can make a 
huge difference and this guide ensures you have the most ideal recommendations, 
directly from me, to work synergistically with the XFLD Diet and Training 
components. 





Click HERE To Get Results     
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Component 6: The XFLD Cliffs Notes ($47 Value) – 
The Xtreme Fat Loss Diet Cliffs Notes manual is the down and dirty, nuts and 
bolts, quick-reference version of the program.  Once you've gone through the 
main manuals, referencing the Cliffs Notes as you're doing the program will prove 
to be an invaluable time-saving resource. 





Component 7: Pre-program Quick-start Checklist ($47 Value) – Alright, 
so you’re just about ready to begin the program and you want to make sure you 
have everything lined up for success.  Not a problem, as I’m also providing you 
with a detailed step-by-step, itemized checklist to ensure you have everything in 
place leading up to your “official” first day. 





Component 8: The Xtreme Fat Loss Diet Audio Interrogation ($27 
Value) – In this 90 minute audio, fat loss experts John Romaniello and Vince Del 
Monte throw every question they possibly can at me about the Xtreme Fat Loss 
Diet and rapid fat loss in general – and I hold nothing back. 





This component also comes with the full transcript of the audio so you can choose 
to either listen or read. 





Component 8: Vince & Flavia's Xtreme Fat Loss Diet Secrets ($27 
Value)– As you saw above, Vince and Flavia had some pretty incredible results 
following the Xtreme Fat Loss Diet system leading up to their Punta Cana photo 
shoot, and in this 90 minute audio procede to reveal some of their best tips and 
strategies for maximizing results of the program.





I love this bonus because it comes from end users who teach you their own 
secrets for making the XFLD extremely managable in the real world (transcript 
included). 





But let me warn you, if you are LAZY and are simply looking for a "magic bullet" solution, this is not the 
program for you. 





The simple fact of the matter is this:  the Xtreme Fat Loss Diet is NOT a "quick fix."  It's a SMART fix to a 
very complex problem that consequently yields the fastest fat loss imaginable. 





Oh, and did I mention that you'll probably even GAIN a couple pounds of firm, calorie-burning lean muscle 
while you lose fat at record speed?  That's unheard of.  But the reality is that I've had clients do it over and over 
again with this program. 





But for those of you who are serious, those who are ready to put for the effort, the Xtreme Fat Loss Diet will 
absolutely yield faster fat loss than anything else you've ever experienced--GUARANTEED. 





Click Here To Start   Today  ?     
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SELL YOUR ART ONLINE 



The ultimate resource for artists wishing to sell their art online. If you need to make 



money from home and want to do it on the internet, this could be your golden 



opportunity! Be sure to read this page to the end and discover the incredible bonus 



being offered for 2010. 



So you are an artist... what now? There are millions of people who know how to draw, paint, 



sculpt... How do you set yourself apart from them? Hmmm... Good question. Do you want to make 



money from your creations but have no idea where to start? Yep, I know the feeling. By the way, thank 



you for stopping my my site and checking out what I have to offer. Before you get cynical or start 



thinking negative thoughts like "Oh boy, here we go, another site selling something..." Take a second to 



read what I have to say. Sometimes it only takes a couple of words to change someone's life. This could 



change yours in the same way. Do yourself a favor and read on for a bit. You have nothing to lose.  



 



 



 
 



 



Buy this ebook NOW 



 



 





http://5e017-hfyh0h0n12o95wyqum1h.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=SYAO








I want to show you how to effectively sell your art online. Yes, you too can be a paid artist. There are 



some artists making a killing online. You can be one of them! Sell art online? YES! There's nothing like 



that first online sale of your art work. So many artists sit at home and ask themselves: "Where do I make 



money selling my art work?" There are artists who already know the answer to that. Smart and savvy 



artists are selling art online and making good money. You can too! Sure you can go ahead and jump right 



in with no knowledge of the environment, but that could be your worst mistake. Why not go at it armed 



with the knowledge of what successful artists are doing? Read on and you too can follow the footsteps 



of the artists out there who are making it as full-time, paid artists.  



 



Let me ask you a simple question: Do you ever wonder to yourself how people are making money 



online? You surely hear about it everywhere. Maybe you are a tad intimidated by the idea of actually 



dealing with customers and getting money from the internet. It could be very unconventional for a lot of 



people used to traditional means of generating income. Maybe you love the idea of making money 



online with your art, but you just don't know where to begin. Do you want to work from home? Do want 



to have a home-based business or does self-employment sound good to you? Want to be your own 



boss? Ever considered selling your art work online, or more specifically, on eBay.com for a living? Yes, 



you can sell your art on eBay and make money! If you are a struggling artist, or have been suppressing 



your inner artist, there's an answer in the form of a powerful little ebook called:  



 



 



 



 



 



 



Buy this ebook NOW 



 



 



ONLY $49.00!  
 



 



 



This ebook was the #1 best-seller under the "Fine Arts" category at ClickBank.com! It 



remains one of the more desired ebooks on the subject of selling your art online. 



Clickbank contains over 10,000+ information and self-help ebooks and has over 100,000 



affiliate members. 
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Most artists never consider selling anything, let alone making a living (or at least some extra cash) by 



selling their art. Based on the artist population of the world, few have ventured online to sell their art, 



and even fewer have even considered using the powerful internet giant eBay. You may ask if it is even 



possible to make a living selling art on eBay. Yes, you really can make a living! Today, there are tens of 



thousands of merchants and sellers who use eBay as their sole means of making a living. Many of them 



are pulling down professional earnings that would make any accountant happy. 



 



 



Can you really make enough to live on? Yes, 



you definitely can. I'm living proof. I've been 



selling art on eBay since 1999. I have 



supported myself, my wife, and 3 kids from 



selling art on eBay. I have made as much as 



$5000 in one month just selling my art work. 



How did I do it? It wasn't easy. It takes a lot of 



ambition, self-motivation, persistence, and a 



ton of discipline... not to mention having the 



know-how to do it. 



 



 
 



 



 



There were some huge mistakes which I had made along the way; some really bad judgment calls 



on my part. The results were: lost sales, lost customers, and mostly lost confidence. I don't experience 



anymore heartaches nor headaches on eBay now that I have learned from my many years of hard 



knocks. There are many things to consider when selling your art on eBay. I wouldn't recommend just 



diving in with your eyes closed. There are literally thousands of artists who sell their art on eBay. You 



can get eaten by the sharks in a week. You must know what you are doing or you'll be in for a rude 



awakening. I'll lead the way and show you how to elbow yourself into the saturated market and stand 



out!  



 



I wish that there had been an ebook like this when I was screwing up through the years. I would have 



been successful a lot sooner. How effective is my ebook? Let me tell you this.... When I started selling 



art on eBay back in 1999, I was selling about 75% of my art. Times were good then for the American 



economy. When the economy began taking a dive, my sales ratio of listed art to sold art began 



fluctuating between 25% to about 50%. Man, those were some tough times. I had been really making 



huge mistakes now that I look back. If only I had "Sell Your Art Online!" With the economy the way it is 



today (unpredictable), I can attest to you, my sales ratio maintains a solid 99%! This could be you. 



 



 



  











eBay is a BIG venue. The traffic through that site is mind-blowing! There is no better place to sell your 



art work on the internet than through eBay. How do I know this? I've searched for years to find another 



site that even comes close to the benefits offered on eBay and always end up right back after a fruitless 



search. 



 



Can anybody sell art on eBay and expect to make a sale? The answer is: ABSOLUTELY! What if your 



talent is questionable? There is no such thing on eBay. Art from all different talent levels can sell on 



eBay. You just have to attract the right buyers. How do you do that? I explain that in my ebook. Let me 



give you a short list of that things which I cover my ebook, "Sell Your Art Online!" 



In the ebook, you'll find:  



⋅ Themes that sell really well. I give you a big list and even rate them!  



⋅ Big mistakes being made by artists who sell on eBay.  



⋅ Things successful artists are doing.  



⋅ Talent: how even child-like art can sell.  



⋅ Things to avoid when describing your art in your listings.  



⋅ How to effectively expose your art to buyers.  



⋅ Art image optimization techniques for better presentation  



⋅ Pitfalls that many eBay artists get themselves into.  



⋅ and much more...  



 



 



 



Let's get you started on the path to a brand new way of life. Selling art on eBay is perfect for students, 



homemakers, the handicapped, and even a working person to make extra money. Art has no 



boundaries, so why present any to yourself? Expand your life and open your eyes to the possibilities of 



becoming a paid artist! Let's get you started NOW. The world awaits you. 



 



 
 



 



Buy this ebook NOW 
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Introducing...The Ultimate IM Pack


"Finally! Get All The Software, Training, Links & Traffic 
In One Place !!!


In Just Minutes From Now You're Going to Have Access To The Most Powerful Internet  
Marketing Secrets, Tools & Softwares Available Today for Generating Massive Profits Online! 


Dear Fellow Internet Marketer,
I'll be a 100% honest with you. This letter is going to try to sell you something. Let's just be straight up with each 
other. However, I am so confident that after you read this letter you will believe, just like I do, that this is...


Hands Down The Most Incredible  Offer You've Ever Seen!


Here's why...
• Innovative Software, Training & Tools That Gives You A Massive EDGE!
• You're Going To Discover Secrets The BIGGEST Names Wouldn't DARE To Reveal To You! These Secrets Can 


Make You Thousands of Dollars Almost Overnight!
• Deadly Secrets Like...


How to Get 1/2 to 1 Cent Clicks in Just One Hour! 
• How To Get Massive Amounts Of Organic Traffic  With Almost NO COMPETITION!
• How To Generate 10-20 Leads Per Day The Moment You Get This Training And +100 Leads Every Single 


Waking Day 12 Months From Today! 
• Every Major Internet Marketing Topic Is Covered 


In The Ultimate IM Pack!
Click Here To Order Now Risk-Free!



http://94a03zontkucfv01i5g57zcubf.hop.clickbank.net/
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Here Are The Revolutionary Products You're   Getting In 
The Ultimate IM Pack...


(In Alphabetical Order)


1) Affiliate Link Magic PRO By Mike Cowles
"Promote Affiliate Programs AND Build Your Opt-In List At The Same Time!"


This is the most incredible affiliate software I've ever seen! 
Affiliate Link Magic enables affiliate marketers to add a pop-up opt-in box on their affiliates' website! 
This means you can easily earn commissions AND build your list simultaneously! 
I love this software because it will INSTANTLY increase your ROI by 200% to 300%!
No more spending your hard earned dollars sending visitors to your affiliates page while he/she adds hundreds of 
visitors to his/her list and makes a killing on it, while you make a few sales and no new subscribers!
This incredible software:
• Works for 99% of the affiliate programs out there!
• Cloaks your link! 
• Gets Past 99.9% of any pop-up blocking software! 
• Works in 99.9% of the browsers online, including macs!
• Even works on the new iPhone!
• Has FTP built right into it, so you don't have to login to your hosting company to make changes or publish your 
page.


2) AffPortal + 1 Hour PPV Webinar By Corey Bornmann & David Ford
"Build Profitable PPV and PPC Campaigns FAST!"


• Create Cost Per View (PPV) projects in just minutes!
• Compile Pay Per Click keyword lists in seconds! 
• Automate repetitive campaign building tasks with ease


Exciting tools included with AffPortal:
• Pop This! Landing Page Builder - Take a network creative image and build a landing page around it in minutes. 
Fill in 5 or 6 fields, choose your template, export to your server and your done version one. Change a header, 
change the color, export version two for split testing. It's called building PPV landers in minutes and it's only at 
AffPortal.
• SMART Scraper - PPV game changer cuts campaign build time by 50%. Submit your offer root url and get back 
keywords & URLs instantly.
• URL Scraper - mines as deep as 50 pages in the search engine results and optimizes the URL results to 
maximize your keyword traffic with filter.
• Site Extractor - pull all indexed pages from a specific website in two seconds flat.
• URL Shrink - retrieve a list of root URLs from a long list of webpages.
• Alexa & Quantcast database - quickly compile lists from the top million websites listed on Alexa and 
Quantcast.
• *Beta* Social Media URL Scraper - new unique to that datamine social based websites.
• URL Chopper - slices your url list into mistyped lists in two seconds flat.
• Moster Keyword Permutator - keyword mashups & US census data.
• DEEP & WIDE Keywords - comprehensive keyword list generator with search data included. Builds list in both 
directions very quickly.
• *Beta* Adwords Sniper - Pulls top Adsense sites with ease.
• AOL Bootleg Database - over 22 million AOL user search queries.
• English Brainstorming Database - an additional keyword database with over 44 Million english keywords to 
expand your list.
• Tutorials and Videos - ever expanding library of video, audio and pdfs


3) Big Backlink Bomb By Steven Perez
"Climb To The Top Of The Search Engines Rankings With These 1200 High Page Rank 


Backlinks!"


Having a ton of backlinks is crtical for your organic search rankings. With the Big Backlink Bomb you won't have to 
buy another packet for a VERY long time.


Advantages of Backlink Bomb over the monthly packets:


• You get a list of 1200 backlinks! 
Unlike other backlink packets, wth Big Backlink Bomb you won't run out of backlinks for a VERY LONG TIME! 







Steven also shows you how to get the backlinks setup.
• These backlinks are on high Page Rank (PR) sites. 
Higher PR backlinks gets weighted more by the search engines, which means better ranking for you!
• Significantly faster than other backlinking methods. 
The setup time for Big Backlink Bomb links is only takes 30 seconds per link, as opposed to 4-8 minutes for other 
backlinking packets links.
• No need to worry about your links not sticking because there are thousands of other backlinkers rading the 
site in a 24 hour time frame (like what happens when a new backink packet is released).


4) CPA Money Magic By Hilal Abdelwali
"Hot CPA Marketing Tactics!"


Hilal knows his CPA Marketing.
CPA Money Magic reveals everything you need to get you started and actually making money with CPA.  
Hilal shows you his killer tricks for generating traffic to the CPA offers. We're talking SERIOUS GOLDEN NUGGETS!


You get 4 Modules...
Module 1: How to Earn Money with CPA Networks. In this module, Hilal gets you up to speed with CPA 
Marketing. 
I really like how on pages 57-58 Hilal gives you the answers to all the questions that a CPA network respresentive 
could ask you over the phone. If you're a newbie to CPA marketing this will increase your confidence when dealing 
with the CPA networks.


Module 2: 1/2 Cent and 1 Cent Clicks To CPA Offers Report! 


You NEED to know this secret! (Get this package just for this, seriously!)
Hilal reveals his secret getting you to the NUMBER 1 POSITION on Google News resulting in INSANE amounts of 
TRAFFIC to your CPA ad.


Module 3: Press Releases to CPA Offers Report
• How To build an optimal press release.
• How to choose the perfect headline to attract traffic.
• The most important 5 tips when writing a press release
• How to submit your press release.
• How To turn these free website visitors into your CPA offers.


Module 4: 5 CPA Copy & Paste Campaigns! 


• The Best 5 offers you can start right now with, in ____________ criteria.
• Payouts, Conversion rates, Requirements, Smart Tips and my Recommendation for each single offer.
• The easy and very important 5 steps you MUST use to earn ton of money.
• The best 8 niches which will earn you much money per lead with very high conversion rate.


BONUSES:


Bonus # 1:  Build a System That Dominates Hot CPA Offers!
Bonus # 2: Quick CPA Guide
Bonus # 3: 6 New CPA Review Sites
Bonus # 4: CPA Cash Network Script and Report
Bonus # 5: Affiliate Marketing Success
Bonus # 6: Web Traffic Explained, Vol. 1
Bonus # 7: Web Traffic Explained, Vol. 2
Bonus # 8: CPA Overdrive!
Bonus # 9: CPA Explosion!
Bonus # 10 : Smart and Safe Backlink Building Guide
Bonus # 11 : Click Here For more FREE 8 Reports + Ton of Traffic Machines


5) EBAY Profit Pack By Rick Roberts
"Instant Profits In A Box! Content, Affiliate Products, Copywriting ALL Taken Care Off" 


Start making money with this business-in-a-box in just minutes!
Simply enter your custom site name, your custom site URL, your contact email, your PayPal email and 
your ClickBank ID and the the template you want to use into 1 config file and the robustly coded website 
rebrands the entire site to your name and updates the affiliate links within site so that you get the commission. 
Your own eBay site promotes two eBay affiliate products: eBay Auction Riches and Auctions 4 Newbies. 
Everything is handled for you, graphics, content (from 650 high quality plr articles), monetization (two high 
converting affiliate programs already plugged-in) and copywriting.







BONUSES:


Bonus # 1:  Web Traffic Blueprints! 
Bonus # 2:  650 Professional eBay PLR Articles (worth $2,497)
Bonus # 3:  54 Plug 'n' Play Auto-Responders (worth $497)
Bonus # 4: Master Resell Rights to 126 ebooks in various different niches  


6) Email Demon Provided By Bryan Super
"People Just Like You Have Used These Powerful Email Marketing Strategies To Make $705 


With One Email, In ONE Hour, With A VERY Small List"


This is a 11 Video Training Course that shows you one of the most important secrets in all of Internet Marketing, 
making money through your list.


Inside You'll Discover:


• The secret weapon to ensure your emails get delivered every time without fail
• A Copy of the "Highest Converting Email Ever" so you can literally steal it to make money for yourself
• How to get your subscribers to be anxiously awaiting your emails, literally quadrupling your open rates
• Time tested, proven formula for creating emails that grab the visitors attention, and makes them want to buy 
instantly
• How to drastically reduce your unsubscribe rate


7) Internet Income From The Ground Up By Justin Glover
"6 Step Million Dollar Business Model"


Justin Glover is the real deal. Justin's videos break down the million dollar business model "click-by-click".


Here's are just a few of the secrets Justin reveals:


• How to generate 10-20 leads a day starting from the MOMENT you’ve got your hands on this training… 
and onwards to over 100+ leads per day in just 12 months from now. 
• The EXACT strategy he used to generate over $2,700.00 in affiliate commissions in under 3 days, by 
sending out ONE email.  This strategy alone has produced more money for Justin in a DAY then he use to make in 
an entire month at his other jobs.
• Where to go if you’re flat broke, with no marketing budget, but want to tap into over 250,000,000 unique 
visitors a day anyway.
• Justin will reveal to you one of his most PROFITABLE strategies that you can use to put yourself in front of 
literally MILLIONS of people within 5 minutes of access to this training. 
• How to create a VALUE PACKED "Free Report" in Under 15 Minutes!


Bonuses:


1) 15 of the Biggest Questions In Online Marketing Answered
2) Real World SEO For The Average Webmaster
3) Mike Filsaime's Top Secret "Virology" Report
4) Audio and Video Screen Capture Software, "Cam Studio"
5) Underground Secret Twitter Manifesto


8) Landing Page Classroom By Andrew Payne
"The WORLD'S Largest Selection Of Pre-Built High Converting "Google Friendly" Landing 


Pages!"


They are all yours to download! 


These are extremely professional landing pages. Landing Page Classroom has special specific landing pages for all 
the hot niches. 


2 Key Benefits of Landing Page Classroom:
1) Lower your PPC costs. These landing pages are designed to get you high Quality Scores. 
2) Increase your conversions. The high quality and design of these landing pages are proven to generate high 
conversion rates, some as high as 22.41% sales conversion rate! 


Here's What You'll Get:
• 4 Month Membership to Landing Page Classroom. 
• Download over 125+ professional ready-made templates covering all the hot niches (Wordpress and 
HTML).







• Plug'n'play templates, static templates and video squeeze page templates.
• Traffic And Conversion Maximizing System. This will teach you everything you need to go out and how to 
lower your cost per click, make more affiliate sales, collect more subscribers and increase your conversion rates.
• Get access to know templates every single month.
• 13 Video Tutorials on the initial set-up, split testing, analyzing data, Google Quality Score, killer copywriting 
techniques, landing page design tricks, Tracking 202, and more.


9) Loot4Leads By Nick Deez
"This Course is JAM PACKED With Secret Ninja Tactics That Simply Blew My Mind!"


Wow is this course dynamite!


Nick Deez's results are undeniable and downright scary! He provides proof all ALL his results (it's insane!).
I know what your thinking. There's already a CPA course in this package.
With exception of the beginner section, they are COMPLETELY different, and ABSOLUTELY essential to you success 
online.
Why? Because Nick's Ninja Secrets are just as deadly in CPA marketing as there are outside of the CPA arena.


Nick's unblievable results...


• 1st page of Google with over 4 BILLION competing pages!!
• #4 in Google for the keyword "mortgages for people in foreclosure" in 15 hours!
• #6 in Google for the keyword "power texting" in Just 17 Minutes!
• #4 in Google for "donate your tv"
• #2 in Google for "spin gym forbes riley"
• #2 in Google for "lasik surgery center"
• #6 in "spin gym"


• and SOOO much more...


Nick shows exactly, step-by-step (via screen shots), how you can achieve the same results! This is a major 
strength of this program, Nick does an incredible job of showing you exactly what to do, you don't have to think! 
This exciting course has three very extensive sections: CPA Newbies Section, CPA Intermediate Section, and CPA 
Advanced Section.
The first section gets you up to speed with CPA marketing and the intermediate and advance sections is where all 
the Secret Ninja stuff are located.


You'll Also Get Two Great Bonuses:


1) Secret Traffic Plan
2) CPA Minisite Templates


10) Quick Income Blueprint By Paul Walker
"...some of the methods Paul Walker reveals are EXTREMELY creative and crafty and are NOT 


taught by any other     Internet Marketing guru  ."


Inside Quick Income Blueprint you'll discover some ingenious methods for making make money online FAST, like 
today even.
I've seen a lot of Internet Marketing products, but 3 of these methods Paul reveals are NEW TO ME! Don't worry 
they're 100% legit. 


Out of the 7 Modules, module 2 and 3 are my favorites (super cool stuff!).


Here's the titles of his modules:


Module 1: Launch Your Ideas Into The Stratosphere.
Module 2: Someone's Mistake Is Your Money (Imagine, all the organic traffic you want, and no competition. 
No one teaches this except Paul! This is priceless!)
Module 3: Just Copy And Paste (I love this method! Very witty...the possibilities gets you so excited and 
pumped!)
Module 4: Make Money The Friendly Way
Module 5: Rinse and Repeat This Profitable Formula
Module 6: Getting Paid Forever







Module 7: The Internet Marketing Version of Day Trading (this is very cool too!)


11) Traffic Starter Pro By Wayne Sharer
"Discover How To Generate Floods of Traffic To Your Websites!"


This most complete start-to-finish targeted traffic building course on the web.  TrafficStarterPro is an an 
oustanding, once in a lifetime course on how to build your website and have REAL TARGETED TRAFFIC from the 
very first day you are live!
This membership site is extremely well organized and takes you from complete newbie with no website, and no 
technical knowledge, to a full up-and-running, ready to profit, expert niche site with your niche traffic arriving in 
flocks the day you post your first content.  Everything is step-by-step!...
TrafficStarterPro makes it easy and fast for you to eliminate the number one cause of failure for new online 
businesses:  


 • The dreaded fear of not having any buyers to market to. 


TrafficStarterPro is 100% pure traffic, the bloodline of your business, and this course is an absolute must for every 
Internet Marketer!
TrafficStarterPro includes:


Premier Bonus Videos:


 • Traffic Jam Path to 1 MILLION VISITORS
 • Monitoring Traffic with cPanel
 • Install and Use FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
 • Automated Twitter Replies
 • SEO with Pat Marcello
 • Google Analytics
 • and much, much more valued at over $2,900...


12) Viral Link Blaster By Frank Dang
"Generate A Whopping 19.5% Click-Through Rates, Continuous Traffic For Free, and Affiliate 


Commission...All At The Same Time!"


Introducing the latest technology that combines Butterfly Marketing and Traffic Generating 
Technology...
Honestly, this is coolest Internet Marketing technology I've ever seen. Frank Dang has really outdone himself with 
this one.
This never before seen system combines the power of Affiliate Marketing, MLM and Free Traffic Generation.
You really have to see the Module 1: Getting Started video to really grasp at this concept, and once you understand 
it, it's soo simple, and you'll get super excited because you'll realize the power and brillance of this system. 


How would you like to do the work once and get continuous free traffic and affiliate 
commissions?


Where this system is really powerful, is if you already have a website generating traffic. You can simply put up a 
banner for the Viral Link Blaster site and grow your downline, which equals "Ad credits" and affiliate commissions 
from those who join. 
With these Ad credits, you can create your own ads that promote your own product or affiliate products via other 
members links (sounds confusing but once you see the Getting Started video you'll get it).
Here's What You Get...


• LIFETIME Diamond Membership!
• 10,000 Bonus Ad Credits
• Solo Email 4 FULL Downline Levels Every Week!
• Exclusive SMART REWARDS Technology
• Use HTML, Graphics, and Embedded Link in Your Ads
• Track Clicks, Conversions, and Sales for Every Link
• Cloak Link & Protect Affiliate Commissions
• Double Recurring Affiliate Commissions (50%)







13) Website Profit Formula By Steve Tenpenny


"Underground Six Figure Online Marketer Reveals His Brand New Secret Formula To Making 
$158,107 Online Working Just Two Hours Per Day!"


Inside the Website Profit Formula Steve reveals his secret formula for making a six figure income in under 6 
months!


This is FULL of "GEMS"!!


You'll Learn His Secrets Such As:


    • Secret Tactic for using Social Media sites to generate a ton of traffic.


    • 1k Visitor Reddit Tactic


    • How To Get Instant Page Rank.


    • The Secret Spots Steve Used To Buy A Domain For $2.50 And Then Sell For         $453 In Under Two Hours


    • The secret behind picking up $0.99 domains.


    • Get the site owners dream with discounted hosting.


You'll Also Get...


1) Access to 200 Do Follow Blogs 


2) Over 47,000 Articles
Get instant access to 47,000 PLR articles making your content troubles go away. Publish them, re-write them or 
submit them and build links - in fact do as you wish, everything from Auto's to Web Design.


3) Over 14,000 Articles
What! Not enough for you? Here's another 14,000+ articles covering niche topics such as Hosting, Digital Cameras, 
Google Adsense and much more.


4) Twitter Treasure Chest
Get the secrets to earning on Twitter - From setting up your first account to the 
4 secret stealth techniques. 


Click Here To Order Now Risk-Free!


The Risk is Nil...
The Investment is Small...


The Returns Astronomical...


100% Unconditional Guarantee
"This will be the greatest investment you've ever made or I'll refund every 


single penny...no questions asked!"


You will have a full TWO MONTHS to use The Ultimate IM Pack and profit from it. If you are not completely happy 
with the massive value and profit your generating from having investing in this package, I will provide you with a 
refund of the entire purchase price, no questions asked! 
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